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CONTEXTUAL STATEMENT
I joined the Online Masters Programmes in Public Management in the Department
of Social Policy and Social Work at the University of York, as a casual worker in
2004 with the responsibility of uploading and coding online content. After
completing my MEng degree in Electronics with Media Technology, I joined the
team in a full time post in 2007. My role includes maintaining web-based content,
developing new multimedia, deploying new additions to the VLE, researching the
impact of web 2.0 technologies and supporting staff and students. Part of the role
also includes advising on and implementing web-based marketing.
The Online Masters Programmes are three well-established, wholly online, part time
degrees for public sector professionals. There are currently over 200 students from
approximately 50 countries, who come from a variety of backgrounds, such as local
service managers, senior civil servants and world organisations such as the UN.
Content is available both online and in printed books posted to students. The
principle learning takes place in asynchronous group discussions, using an
implementation of Moodle as the VLE.
I began a growing interest in teaching and learning and demonstrated my abilities
as course designer, author and tutor when I was asked to lead on developing the
first of a series of skills short courses for the online students, on the subject of
searching and using web resources (the ‘eLibrary and Web’ short course). The
course was primarily designed to support students in the use of ‘MetaLib’ (an online
system provided by the University to search e-resources).
The short course and my marketing work for the Online team then led me to a role
in the wider Department, working with the institutional Blackboard VLE. I work with
the heads of the teaching sections in outlining future strategies and work directly
with academic staff to introduce technology enhanced learning in a traditional faceto-face teaching department. A lot of my time now involves sharing experience and
practice from both the Online Masters team and wider University teams with
Department colleagues in order to ensure the use of technology is based on sound
pedagogy: structured, collaborative and with specific learning objectives in mind.
In applying for CMALT status, I am looking for recognition of the work and
achievements I have made in this sector. CMALT is one way that I can add
professional credibility to a job which involves a wide mix of technical, teaching and
communication skills. I will be continuing work in the Department for the
forthcoming year, however holding CMALT status will put me in good stead for
taking on new challenges at the University and at other institutions.
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CORE AREAS OF SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
1. Operational issues
a) An understanding of the constraints and benefits of different
technology
Particularly for the Online Masters programmes, I am conscious of the variety of
challenges students face, such as intermittent or slow internet, lack of access to the
latest computer hardware, and varied technical skills.
When developing an online lectures series to address a particularly complex theme
in an engaging way (recording PowerPoint slides with narration), it was important
to create a good quality learning resource, which could also be accessed on
unreliable internet connections. I chose a Flash video format, which has very low
bandwidth and is a freely available in-browser players. In choosing Flash, I reduced
the risk of technical barriers such as operating system requirements, user security
privileges on work computers, and users’ unfamiliarity with new software as it
didn’t require a standalone programme such as QuickTime.
For the online lectures, drawing on advice from staff in the Department of Health
Sciences, I also presented the material in text format: a PDF of slides with a
transcript of narration. The PDF option also suits low bandwidth internet users,
students who wish to work on a print-out of material, and those using screenreader software [screenshots included in appendix, with link to complete version
online]. This method is appropriate too for students working in busy offices without
the facilities to play back audio/video media on their computer.
In a different part of my role, I have suggested and implemented several thirdparty additions to address specific needs in the way the Online Masters team
wished to use Moodle [details in the appendix]. Whilst there are benefits to the
student experience of the VLE, the constraints I have in this particular task focus on
sustainability, mainly around how the technology is supported by less technical
members of the Online Masters team after my fixed-term appointment ends. In
light of this, I write thorough documentation and ensure that more complex
additions to the VLE do not have a negative impact on the student experience
should a time come when they were not longer viable and removed (e.g. due to
technical knowledge required and the cost of maintaining code for upgrades).

b) Technical knowledge and ability in the use of learning technology
I have extended several pieces of Moodle code using PHP and developed a custom
Moodle theme in CSS. I am also responsible for documenting and maintaining any
customisations to Moodle used by the Online Masters team. This documentation is
essential during upgrades where a definitive record of non-standard components
needs to be checked for compatibility. In addition to re-coding third-party
customisations for upgrades (such as an anonymous assignment submission tool
with email receipts, and a way for students to export the email addresses of their
group members), I have made minor modifications to the Moodle code to facilitate
easy navigation and change certain default functions to conform to privacy rules
[examples in the appendix].
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I am confident in using image, audio and video editing software to a professional
standard, through my degree course training and extensive experience in student
media and societies. I have used my editing skills in the creation of marketing
videos and teaching materials for the Online Masters programmes, in the form of
graphics and online lectures. [See evidence of the online lectures (1a) and user
interface (4b).] My technical ability with multimedia adds to the professional
appearance of the Online Masters programmes as a whole, which is important when
marketing the programmes to large public-sector institutions.

c) Supporting the deployment of learning technologies.
As part of my wider Department role, I led on writing a Department VLE Strategy
Document [extracts included in appendix], as required by the central University VLE
team who provided the template. The strategies were first discussed within the
Department ICT group and influenced by staff and student surveys previously
conducted by the group. The document outlines how the Department will embrace
the use of technology to support face-to-face learning. In my role as Department
VLE Coordinator, it is my responsibility to facilitate the Department’s VLE strategy.
Part of this role is to deliver one-on-one training to academics and administrative
staff to enable and empower them to use the VLE. Each member of academic staff
follows a training pattern outlined by the central University team, which I have
adapted as necessary for individuals, focusing primarily on what they wish to
achieve (e.g. uploading lecture slides). By making the training relevant to the
individual, I introduce technology in a non-overwhelming way, which I can then
build upon over time. My approach is to establish underlying principles first, before
concerning staff with specific technology. [Supporting evidence details how I have
introduced one academic to the VLE through addressing a specific teaching need.]
The staff I have worked with have been very responsive to this approach,
encouraging others to participate in VLE training and technology enhanced learning.
(See also Specialism 5b.)

2. Teaching, learning and/or assessment processes
a) An understanding of teaching, learning and/or assessment processes
The Online Masters programmes are based upon a social constructivist model, and
as such the group interactions to draw out and encourage students to reflect upon
their experiences are a key part of the learning process. As part of the web skills
course, I was keen to include student interactions through group activities, not only
because the students were familiar with this style of learning, but because it had
the potential to add a deeper layer of understanding on top of text-book style
materials, by referring to resources relevant to their studies. The Online Masters
programmes had previously delivered resource and web search guidance through
static help sheets tucked away on the VLE. Often, students would still ask course
tutors on how to use the institutional resources, or resort to just using Google or
Google Scholar for finding material. The short course specification [included in
appendix] shows how I have designed the course to include active participation and
optional extras for students keen for additional challenges. The VLE technology
available allows more interactive and individualised skills-based learning for large
numbers of students, more than what is possible either through text books or
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lecture-style presentations. As such, the Department and University are very
interested in the outcomes of this project.
In preparation for designing and delivering training, I completed the C&G 7303
award in Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector [certificate in
appendix]. This is the basic requirement for any post-16 education or training tutor
and by participating in this programme I learnt practical skills in course delivery,
presentation and teaching and learning concepts. One of the fundamental principles
I have used in the development and delivery of the eLibrary short course, is the
teaching/learning cycle (identify needs, design, facilitating, assessing and
evaluating). Based on the feedback from students in the first cohort, the eLibrary
course was modified to better suit students’ working life time constraints and
personal learning objectives [detailed in appendix]. These skills I would also later
draw on when delivering Department training and VLE induction sessions.

b) An understanding of your target learners
Students on the Online Masters Programmes are public management professionals,
as such it was important to ensure that the web skills short course was relevant
and concise, to aid in the work/learning/life balance. Prior to writing the short
course, I conducted a short survey using the Questionnaire module, which indicated
students’ prior knowledge and what they wished to learn about. The module
specification [(2a)] was created based upon the results of the survey [results
included in appendix]. At the start of each run of the short course I also conducted
a similar survey along with an introductory group discussion to identify the
priorities of that cohort. I designed the course so that the learning objectives of
each student could be prioritised as much as the learning objectives built into the
course. For example, some students required extra assistance in selecting
keywords on which to search, and this was facilitated by a dedicated discussion
space.
For the campus-based Department VLE Induction, I ran a computer-room session
for 90 first year undergraduates. As the skills and backgrounds varied so much for
these students, it was important to develop activities which were inclusive and selfpaced, to not hold back advanced students but also not to intimidate those without
prior technical experience. I drew upon work done by the University’s VLE team and
other departments across campus to produce a how-to guide which was specific to
the Department’s context (i.e. using screenshots, navigation instructions and
terminology very specific to the Department). To put into practice the how-to
guide, the induction included hands-on activities, as a more effective way to deliver
training compared to a one-way presentation walk-through of the VLE. I designed
the induction activities to be released in stages using Blackboard’s ‘adaptive
release’, so that students had to complete the basics (locating the site, finding
resources and sign up to a work group) before they could access further VLE tools
such as blogs, wikis and assignment drop boxes. This allowed me, in an
unobtrusive way, to identify which students required one-to-one guidance and work
on their confidence in using the VLE. [Extracts of the how-to guide and activity
worksheet are included in the appendix.]
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3. The wider context
a) Understanding and engaging with legislation, policies and standards
As part of my role for the Online Masters Programmes, I undertook an evaluation of
updated accessibility standards (WCAG 2.0) and legal requirements (DDA, S508) to
check how compliant the programmes were. This area of work is of particular
interest to me, and I was asked to report back to the whole team. Rather than
presenting a technical list of measures to the teaching and administrative staff, I
wrote a presentation outlining simple, key improvements to daily practice that
would ensure compliance to standards. [A summary of the presentation is
included.] The advice was adopted by the Online Masters team, and a similar
presentation will be made to the Department as a whole in the near future.
The content of the Online Masters Programmes was written in 2002-3 by TALL,
Oxford, and coded using HTML 4.0. I am committed to standards-based
development and initiated a renewal to replace duplicated code, with a sleeker
XHTML 1.0 document that drew upon a central style sheet and JavaScript library.
For some of our international remote students who are dependent upon dial-up
connections in hostile environments, the reduction in bandwidth overhead by
moving to a standardised XHTML-CSS approach made viewing course content
online more efficient. This renewal was iterative over two years, for the next run of
each of the 22 online modules. The code was restructured and I also included a set
of accessibility extensions I wrote as part of the JavaScript library (such as an
accessible tool-tip popup, and a programme wide implementation of customised
background colours and font-face changing to support dyslexia sufferers who read
content on screen rather than printing). In continuing to use standardised XHTML,
the code has become more portable between systems and easier for colleagues to
maintain. [Evidence in appendix to show how I recoded web links in simpler code.]

4. Communication (a or b)
b) Interface between human and technical systems
The flexibility of the Moodle platform which the Online Masters programmes runs on
allows the team to create an environment that is both highly functional, efficient
and aesthetically pleasing for our students to use. The usability and look of the VLE
is crucial to the distance learning experience as it is a single, regularly visited place
to obtain learning materials and more importantly, interact with other students and
tutors. To encourage participation and motivate students to engage with the
activities on the site, the environment must be intuitive and well structured.
Last year, I led on restructuring the Online Masters implementation of Moodle,
partly to accommodate two new programmes where the site had previously been
for one degree, and also to refresh the design to fit in better with user expectations
of a modern web system [before/after screenshots included in appendix].
I focused on user-centred web interface and design, using research by Nielsen
(1995-2009) and Krug (2005). The design principles stem from non-educational
use of the web, however, in using established web conventions, the technology of
the VLE then becomes unnoticed by students so that the focus is more on learning
rather than the learning environment. I implemented a standardised look, which
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allowed flexibility in layouts relevant to specific uses of different parts of the site
[details of the page structures for different areas are included in the appendix].
I referred to usage statistics across the whole site to identify areas of improvement
and discussed these with my line manager. For example, collections of study-skills
resources, technical help guides, assignment procedures and module syllabuses
were buried within one large page resulting in low usage. To allow easier location of
these resources, we decided to break the single page down into specific areas
called: eLibrary and Help, Assignments and Study Skills, and Module Information.
There were subsequent benefits to navigation (direct access to specific resources
from homepage links), accessibility (clearer sections and reduced number of links
per page) and improved awareness (presence on homepage).
I designed a soft blue colour scheme to help make the environment look more
professional and cleaner in feel compared to the vanilla Moodle default. I also
incorporated the University’s updated website branding into the VLE header to
further tie the standalone onlineyork.org site with the University (york.ac.uk). This
helps distance students to feel they are part of the University and aids in corporate
marketing by using consistent branding.
My experience with the Moodle restructure, will be followed up by a restructure of
the whole Department’s VLE presence on Blackboard as outlined in the SPSW
Strategy Document [(1c)].
References:
Krug, S. (2005) Don't Make Me Think!: A Common Sense Approach to Web
Usability, Berkley, CA: New Riders.
Nielsen, J. (1995-2009) Alertbox - Jacob Nielsen’s Newsletter on Usability [Online],
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/ .
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5. SPECIALIST OPTIONS
Specialist area a): Supporting distance students online
A continuing role with the Online Masters team involves monitoring a variety of
student technical enquiries. The challenges faced in providing technical support are
magnified by the Online Masters students studying at a distance and
communicating asynchronously by text only. This could result in slow, cumbersome
support requests, however my approach is to be very thorough, unassuming and
reassuring from the start to ensure requests are dealt with as quickly as possible.
This approach relates back to the overall Online Masters team aim of reducing the
technological barriers to distance learning.
Often I deal with support requests for software problems, or internet connectivity
problems, specific to a particular user and I have to draw on my knowledge of a
variety of possible scenarios to make a best guess at the solution. [Evidence of a
support request using Moodle’s discussion forum included in appendix.] One
important factor is being aware of current internet trends and issues which affect
different countries, such as country firewalls and power outages. I frequently act as
a bridge between students and campus-based staff. This is important as campusbased services do not instinctively appreciate the difficulties international distance
students have, so in this role I interpret any campus-based issues and use
terminology the Online Masters are familiar with.
In facilitating online skills training, I received very positive feedback from students
as part of the end of module evaluation which shows further evidence of my
approach to supporting distance students online [see appendix].

Specialist area b): Delivery of Department training
Referred to by the University as ‘delegated training’, as VLE coordinator in the
Department of Social Policy and Social Work, I have permission to deliver training
to other Department staff who wish to use technology in teaching and learning.
Whilst I recognise, not only the learning experience benefits of VLE use, but also
the benefits to the Department’s reputation and ability to meet the expectations of
new students, I am keen to ensure that the process of introducing technology to
teaching is not driven by technology itself, but driven by pedagogical objectives.
I start by speaking to individual teaching and academic staff about the problems
they have in providing teaching or teaching support. I then look at how technology
may, or may not, resolve the issues and I advise appropriately. From the outset I
encourage consistency in terms of file names, and logical structure to VLE module
sites to assist both Department staff and students in resource management. I also
stress the importance of copyright and accessibility, using training materials
provided by the University and TechDis. I advise on other student-centred practices
such as including resource descriptions, collecting resources together by theme or
activity, being explicit about expectations of staff and student involvement on the
VLE, and ensuring technical help is available to students (e.g. a how-to guide linked
next to a wiki activity). Where appropriate, I draw on centrally provided training
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sessions, where specialist knowledge on particular technologies or approaches is
more appropriate. This incremental approach has led to many members of staff
becoming interested and empowered to use the VLE to support the delivery of
degree programmes.
This role is particularly challenging as I deal with such a varied array of uses of the
VLE, and also varied subject matter. Not being a social scientist myself, I am
however, still able to focus on how best to use the technology available without
going into the detail of the subject matter. I do this by training staff in basic
principles and encouraging them to consider their intended use of technology in
direct relationship with their intended learning outcomes. [Appendix includes a list
of all staff I have trained to date.]

FUTURE PLANS
Over the next few years, I will have the opportunity to make a significant impact in
the Department by facilitating technology-enhanced learning. In leading on projects
such as the Department’s VLE Strategy and working closely with heads of teaching
sections I have been able to shape how the Department’s use of technology is
implemented. I look forward to being able to see this long-term project through to,
what I hope to be, very positive results for both the Department and more
importantly the student learning experience.
I am currently working on several modules in the Department which use the VLE to
directly support group work; development of a tool to enable students to select
module choices across their degree programme more efficiently; and, a
communication and resource area for pre-arrival students. There is also significant
opportunity to use the VLE and associated technologies to improve communication
and record personal progress whilst on work-based placements.
Depending on personal finances, I would be very keen to consider further formal
academic study in the field of learning technology, or the relationship between
technology and accessible, inclusive practice. If a degree course is not feasible,
then I will certainly continue researching and reporting on these topics to inform
my work at the University.
In the future, I hope to be in a position to publish my own research on the use of
technology and learning environments. I aim to build a portfolio of case studies by
recording the work that I do within the Department, from which I can draw upon
and share with other groups in the University, and further afield.
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LEGAL DECLARATION
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge, the statements and evidence
included in this submission accurately describe my practice and are drawn
from my own work, with the input and support of others duly and clearly
recognised.
Signed: Matt Cornock

Date: 19th January 2010

(Note that forms submitted electronically will be treated as if they were signed so long as
the candidate’s name and date of completion are typed above.)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1a
Online lectures
The lectures were written and presented by the module author. I was responsible
for training the author in digital presentation using the screen-capture software. I
was also responsible for editing and producing the content post-recording, and
making it available online for students in the most appropriate format. The reason
for creating online lectures, was to explain an otherwise complex subject with
animated graphs and visual cues. The two screenshots below illustrate how the
material was presented as both an embedded Flash video, and as text and
diagrams in PDF format.

Access to a live version of the online lectures is available on the Online Masters
Demo site.
[LINK TO SITE REMOVED]
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Details of third-party additions
The table below indicates the rationale for each addition, and a link to the original
third-party author.
Problem to address
Inflexibility of ‘poll’ and
‘quiz’ tools to autocompile results for
certain learning activities

Third-party addition
Questionnaire module

No method to upload
photos and create
‘galleries’ of events and
community activities by
non-technical staff

Slideshow module

Inefficient creation of
areas for each student as
Moodle ‘courses’, to act
as eFolios.

Bulk course tools

http://moodle.org/mod/data/
view.php?d=13&rid=84

http://moodle.org/mod/data/
view.php?d=13&rid=599

http://moodle.org/mod/forum/
discuss.php?d=91850#427997

Constraints
Full module, maintained
externally with strong
following. Easily added to
Moodle. Requires PHP
developer if problems.
Tutors and students able
to run poll exercises.
Full module, maintained
externally. Easily added
to Moodle. Unknown
support, may require PHP
developer to maintain.
Non-technical staff able
to upload and create
photo galleries.
Code snippets, drop into
Moodle admin folders.
Requires some knowledge
of Moodle systems to
understand usage. Full
documentation and
training to be provided.

Appendix 1b
Extracts from documentation of customisations to Moodle Code
This documentation is a record of work to inform my line manager and to be used
by the Moodle hosting company during upgrades. It demonstrates my technical
knowledge and application to specific tasks, in these cases around student privacy.
This particular documentation is designed for someone with basic PHP knowledge.
RSS feeds (modifications to Moodle code)
This is a very important modification when using RSS feeds. Until better
security protocols are in place by Moodle, all discussion post content is
removed from the RSS feed itself. This is because the feed is publically
accessible and we do not want personal or commercially sensitive comments
in students’ posts made public.
In:
moodle/mod/forum/rsslib.php
Find the two instances where $item->description is given a value.
Replace:
$item->description = format_text($rec->postmessage,
$rec->postformat,$formatoptions,$forum->course);
With:
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$item->description = "";
Around lines 194 and 251.

Stopping assignments appearing on recent activity lists
When students submit work, their name appears in the ‘recent activity’ block
in Moodle. Staff therefore are able to match a student in the ‘recent activity’
block to a recently submitted anonymous assignment. Applies to Moodle 1.8+
Requires commenting out two functions in mod\assignment\lib.php.
(Ref: http://tracker.moodle.org/browse/MDL-130)
1) Comment out the complete function:
assignment_print_recent_mod_activity()
Used by the following:
course\recent.php
Where an if (function_exists()) statement checks if present, hence no
error.
2) Comment out the complete function:
assignment_print_recent_activity()
Used by the following:
blocks\recent_activity\block_recent_activity.php
CALLING print_recent_activity($COURSE)
FROM course\lib.php
Where an if (function_exists()) statement checks if present, hence no
error.

Appendix 1c
Extract from SPSW VLE Strategy Document
I was the lead author of this document, with input and suggestions from the
department’s ICT/VLE group. Some of the key points include: addressing the
student perceptions of inconsistency by implementing a consistent baseline
approach where each module will have a minimum VLE presence; encouraging use
of the supplementary and administrative tools such as seminar sign up lists,
electronic reading lists and announcements as a first step to both staff and student
engagement with the technology; showcase how the early adopters in the
Department have used the VLE to support their teaching in a meaningful way. This
opening section demonstrates an awareness of University procedures
(modularisation) and how this affects the implementation of the VLE.
The Department's undergraduate and postgraduate programmes are
supported by the VLE in subject-wide sites. These sites hold
administrative information, lecture materials and some learning activities.
Changes to administrative and teaching procedures that come with
modularisation commencing in October 2010, provide an opportunity for
integrating VLE tools more effectively. The Department will avoid
significant changes to core undergraduate modules until modularisation
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in October 2010, however development will take place during the 09/10
academic year. The key aims for development of existing programmes
are:
• Improving how the VLE is used to support specific learning outcomes,
where the VLE adds value to the student experience.
• Increasing teaching staff usage of the VLE by developing blended
learning skills and knowledge and empowering staff.
• Providing support for the Department in-house and showcasing best
practice.
• Ensuring quality of VLE content across the Department.
To increase participation, the Department will ask for academics with an
interest in using the VLE to trial use and act as champions within the
department. One example of potential interest is altering existing groupbased work to incorporate the VLE for off-campus collaboration, reporting
back to face-to-face seminars.
With the support of the programme leader, postgraduate Social Policy
taught programmes will trial more extensive use of the VLE, including but
not limited to online assignment submission.
The following section from the document outlines the future direction based on
student feedback:
The Department will harmonise the approach taken by module leaders
over the next academic year, leading to a renewed implementation based
upon module sites rather than programme sites. Student feedback
suggests improvements need to be made to the navigation and layout of
Department VLE sites. Consistency with module sites and programme
hubs needs to be established over the next academic year by creation of
a baseline template and style guide. The Department should look into
how a Departmental VLE 'look and feel' can be implemented as part of
this process.
Whilst support resources are available over the next academic year, staff
are being encouraged to become trained and empowered to develop their
own module sites. These may be baseline sites or include blended
learning content.

Screenshots of a discussion board implementation in Blackboard
Scope of the project: [LECTURER NAME] was keen to find some way of managing
queries associated with dissertation writing across a whole cohort. Traditionally,
questions were raised individually in person or by email with personal supervisors
and this led to many duplicate queries and possible inconsistencies in answers.
[LECTURER NAME] had not previously used the VLE, but was inspired by a
showcase session I organised earlier in the term. He initially wanted to use a blog,
however, I suggested the discussion board tool would best suit this type of activity
as the students could create a single thread per question to which the dissertation
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tutor could respond to in a more structured way. I suggested that the discussion
ran for a limited period of time (e.g. ten days), and that he was visibly present in
the discussion boards during this time. This outlined what the students could expect
from the activity and that the students should focus participation in a set time; both
were contributing factors to student motivation. I facilitated this by training
[LECTURER NAME] in how to use the board (and only that specific tool), guiding
him in instructional writing and working with him to write the guidance specific to
the learning objectives. I was responsible for managing the discussion board tool,
ensuring correct staff/student access for a specific period of time. [LECTURER
NAME] felt that the process of using the VLE had been very worthwhile and is
currently planning a repeat exercise later in the year. Feedback from students is
due to be requested specifically on this exercise and will further inform how the VLE
can improve the dissertation writing experience.
[SCREENSHOTS REMOVED FOR ARCHIVE COPY]

Appendix 2a
The evidence in appendices 2a and 2b, demonstrate an awareness and application
of planning, implementation and evaluation in the context of teaching and learning.
The design principles are based on achieving clear objectives in a supportive and
collaborative virtual learning environment. The course relies heavily on the
principles of instructional design: separating out explanation and description of
theory, from direct instructions for tasks.

Extracts from the eLibrary and Web short course module
specification
The specification document was checked and signed off by my line-manager before
the course was given the go ahead. It uses a template created and used by the
Online Masters team. The main overview sections are below:
Module title: Using the eLibrary and the web effectively
Module description: This module will enable you to understand and use the
University's eLibrary resources and the internet in general. Some of the skills
you will pick up here are appropriate for both. The amount of electronic
resources available to you as a student is vast, both in the eLibrary and on the
web in general. Being able to search and locate useful information online
quickly is key to efficient researching. The module will introduce the different
sources of information available online through practical tasks and sharing
experience through group discussions. The activities will be contextualised by
using resources that are particularly relevant to the Certificate year modules.
This is a short course; the module will take 1-2 hours per week and will run for
two weeks. Optional activities are also available for those who want to dig
deeper.
Module objectives: This module aims to teach you:
•
What ‘the web’ is
•
What York’s eLibrary facilities are and how to use them
•
How to choose keywords for searching
•
To provide a framework for evaluating web search results
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•

To introduce social bookmarking as a tool in web search

Module outcomes: By the end of this module a student should be able to:
•
Find and use a range of online resources for use on the programme and
in work
•
Select appropriate keywords to refine or expand a search
•
Use MetaLib and eBrary with confidence
•
Quickly evaluate search results for academic purpose
•
Manage information collected efficiently through bookmarking
List
1.
2.
3.

of units (example content):
Searching the web (searching, refining searches, evaluating websites)
MetaLib and eBrary (copyright, MetaLib, eBrary)
Other online resources (Google Scholar, Wikipedia, bookmarking)

An example of one of the exercises which formed the content of this course is
available online.
[LINK REMOVED FOR ARCHIVED VERSION]

Scanned certificate of PTLLS completion

Examples of feedback used to reshape the eLibrary course
The University provides an online anonymous feedback system which allows easy
collection and collation of data. There were 20 respondents (54% response rate). In
free-text answers, the majority of people commented that the sections on
evaluating websites and how to use MetaLib were the parts of the course they
found particularly helpful. Using this feedback and the statistics below, I decided to
spread out each of the units on searching and MetaLib over a week instead of five
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days, to fit better with the student’s work life. The third unit was made an ‘optional
unit’ and took up a third week.
The volume of work in the module was: Too much (30%), About right
(70%), Too little (0%).
The pace of the 5-day timetable was: Too fast (45%), About right (55%),
Too slow (0%).

Appendix 2b
Survey data influencing the eLibrary short course specification
The following tables show the results from a student survey of 34 students which
informed the creation of the eLibrary and Web short course module specification.
The survey data helped ensure that the intended purpose and content of the course
met with student expectations and skills needs.
Question 1: Which of the following topics about web resources would be of
most interest to you? Tick as many as you like.
Response

Percentage choosing this topic

Listing and explaining the different
resources available online.
How to search MetaLib for online academic
journals.
How to search MetaLib for individual
journal articles.
Accessing eJournal articles through links in
module pages on Moodle.
How to use eBrary for electronic books.
Finding resources on the University Library
web pages.
Explaining Google Scholar.

76%
56%
74%
18%
74%
56%
44%

Question 2: Which of the following topics about searching at web skills
would be of most interest to you? Tick as many as you like.
Response

Percentage choosing this topic

Choosing what keywords to use when
searching.
Refining a search query to retrieve more
relevant results.
Evaluating a website for academic
purposes.
How to deal with ‘dead ends’ when a
weblink doesn’t work.
Navigating a website quickly.
How to use and share bookmarks.

53%
56%
62%
59%
29%
35%
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Extract from Department Induction: How-to guide
This guide demonstrates how I have used very specific Department orientated
examples to show how the navigation works within the Blackboard learning
environment. Using specific examples that students can relate to helps in the
learning process. The extract is available online due to the size of screenshots.
[LINK REMOVED IN ARCHIVED VERSION]

Extract from Department Induction: Worksheet
This extract from the ‘hands-on’ section of the Department Induction demonstrates
my ability to create learning materials and devise ways of interacting with
technology in a non-overwhelming way.

Task 3: Blog exercise
The aim of this exercise is to help you become familiar with the blog
tool. You’ll post and edit your own blog, and you’ll view and comment
on another group’s blog. As part of the exercise you will read some
netiquette guidelines, to make use of the blogs and wikis a friendly
experience for all.
In order to complete this exercise (and the remaining tasks) you will
need to have signed up to a group (in Task 2). Please ask the instructor
to assist if you cannot access Task 3, 4 or 5 in the module folder.
Post on a Theme: Your first few days at York

You can interpret this theme as widely as you like. You could focus on
your journey to York, the first day in residence, a place you’ve found on
campus you really like, or perhaps you’ve attend Freshers’ Ball (and not
yet recovered)? Did you learn anything from your experiences?
Remember to make the content of your post appropriate for the VLE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the module folder, click on Task 3: Blog exercise.
Read the Netiquette Guide before continuing.
Locate your group’s blog and click its View link.
Click the new entry link (top right of page) to start making your blog
post.
Change the Blog Entry Title to something meaningful.
Add your post in the main text editor window.

7.

Click the Save button to post:

.

If you need to make any changes to your blog post, you can use the
edit link near the blog post title.
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Appendix 3a
Accessibility presentation summary
The following is a document outlining the findings from accessibility research which
are directly relevant to the way the Online Masters Programmes operate. This
outline then formed a short presentation to staff.
Accessibility guidelines for the Online Masters Programmes
Matt Cornock - Feb 2008
Key concerns
Visual impairment, audio impairment, dyslexia, motor impairment (use of
keyboard/mouse), technical restrictions
Our obligation
1. DDA for websites, SENDA for educational material. Inclusive of
marketing, enrolment, content, assessment.
2. “…Not to treat students less favourably, without justification, for a reason
which relates to their disability.”
3. “…To make reasonable adjustments to ensure that people who are
disabled are not put at a substantial disadvantage.”
4. Anticipatory not reactive.
Guidelines
Internet guidelines are lengthy and contradictory, there are a few simple rules
to stick to when creating things for the web (the most relevant for our
purpose).
Non-technical
1. Create Word documents with headings (from the style menu) and export
to PDF with settings to preserve document structure and create a heading
tree for easy navigation.
2.

Avoid serif fonts that merge letters (dyslexia). The preferred font is
Verdana, this is the one that is chosen for Hard Copy printing.

3.

Avoid over-capitalisation, italicisation or underline for emphasis. Use bold
instead. Capitals and italics are hard to read (dyslexia), underline is
typically reserved for links.

4.

Do not use full justification in documents (dyslexia).

5.

Avoid long paragraphs. Use bullets where appropriate (dyslexia).

6.

When using lists integrate a description/the number of items in the
preceding text. E.g. Choose one of the following ten options. (Screen
mag/reader)

7.

Use appropriate punctuation. Screen readers pause at full stops, briefly at
commas, but pronounce – as "ndash" (sometimes ignore it completely)
and / as '(forward)slash'.

8.

Do not reference by colour (colour blindness) and avoid using red or
green together as sole indicators (i.e. do not say, click the red button).

9.

Always expand the first occurrence of any abbreviation.
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10. Use descriptive links. Avoid 'click here' and use a descriptive link, or text
to describe the link immediately adjacent. Avoid links with the same
name.
11. Include warnings of file sizes for downloading (dial-up users)
12. Ensure any non-text material has a text equivalent (e.g. multimedia).
13. Use the Online Masters Programmes Dreamweaver plug-in to create web
pages to aid in ensuring they are standards compliant.
14. Keep image files small in size (never use an image straight from your
camera) and always include a description (dialup users/screen readers).
15. In addition to the 'alt=' attribute for images (required), you can use
'longdesc=' or preferably a [D] link for detailed description if not included
in the main text or a suitable alt full description.
16. Summaries should be provided for data tables/graphs with the
'summary=' attribute or include detailed description in main text.
Content development
17. Use tables for table data, not for layout.
18. Include warnings of new windows, screen readers/magnifiers can cause
confusion.
19. Break consecutive links using a list or separation character.
20. Do not use time-critical interfaces. (Warn and provide means of extension
if you must (S508)).
21. If links are embedded within multimedia/flash content, ensure these links
feature in plain text outside the embedded material.
22. Scripted responses also require a static text equivalent (S508).
23. Multimedia content requiring a plug-in or programme should be indicated
with a link to the plug-in (S508).
24. Contrasting colours (using the WAI contrast/colour ratios guidelines)
(partially sighted).

Example code clean-up: web links
This example of re-coding and keeping to standards has resulted in smaller HTML
files and made it easier to re-link resources (reducing errors caused by not
changing the link in two place.) The re-coding helps with accessibility too, allowing
a ‘non-pop-up’ version of the web page to exist if students using screen-readers
have disabled JavaScript in their browser (by removal of the ‘target’ attribute).
Original HTML code for a weblink from TALL, Oxford
<a target="_blank" href="http://www.google.com/"
onClick="window.open('http://www.google.com/','documentResource','width=6
20,height=480,resizable=yes,location=yes,menubar=yes,scrollbars=yes,toolb
ar=yes,personalbar=yes'); return false;" title="Open weblink in new
window"><img class="smallIconInline" title="Web resource" alt=""
border="0" height="20" width="20" src="document-resource.gif"/>Google</a>
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My re-worked HTML code, drawing on a central JavaScript library with a custom
function called newWindow() that opens the resource in a new window.
<a href="http://www.google.com/" onclick="return
newWindow(this.href,'resourcea');"><img class="smallIconInline" alt="Web
resource" src="../document-resource.gif"/>Google</a>

Appendix 4b
Moodle interface redesign
Before
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After

A: The University branding has been updated to follow a University-wide redesign
earlier that year. The new colour scheme allowed for a slight twist on the
University’s solid block of colour, with a graded blue-grey-purple effect.
B: The old version included a link to one single cross-programme area which
included information on modules, study skills, electronic library resources and
events. These areas were broken down in the new version to allow for easier
navigation at a higher level in the site to these important areas. Non-academic
module areas were also coloured slightly differently to make the ‘My Programme’
block easier to use.
C and D: The ‘Main Menu’ of the old version didn’t provide the most important links
students’ clicked on when they used the VLE (which were module links). Instead,
across the whole site, we forced the course list block to appear top left (according
to web design research this is the most commonly used location for key
navigation). The ‘Main Menu’ was renamed ‘SPSW Community’ and included
communication areas for students on all three Online Masters programmes, staff
contact details and a student map. ‘My courses’ was renamed ‘My Programme to
reflect Department-specific terminology.
E and F: As the site homepage is most importantly a way for the team to
communicate with the student body, we needed to make the Announcements
feature more prominently. The top header (B) and side bar (E) were removed. This
allowed Announcements posts (F) to stretch the width of the screen, hence the
second and third Announcements would appear further up the viewable page
because of the natural flow of text having more horizontal space. In not having a
right-hand column on the homepage normally offered us the option of
‘extraordinary’ announcements. If extraordinary announcements needed to be
made, the presence on screen (as in the screenshot of the new version) changed
the natural feel to the homepage and would grab the students’ attention more.
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Blocks present on different areas of Moodle
This is an extract of the redesign project documentation, demonstrating some of
the considerations of the redesign in a learning environment context.
To avoid cluttering of the screen, as part of the redesign certain functions are
only available in certain parts of the VLE, designed to where they would most
appropriately be used. For example, course materials would have one
consistent layout across all modules to facilitate learning, and administrative
parts of the site would have a slightly different layout to facilitate
communication.
Homepage and Hubs will have a new two column style to make them distinct
to Courses (which will remain in three columns).
All courses will have in the right column Calendar and Recent Activity
(updates in forums and new resources). On the left: My courses, participants,
online users, administration (includes group email tool).
All hubs will have (a left column only): My courses, participants, online users,
calendar, administration.
The homepage will have (a left column only): My courses, main menu (global
forums etc.), upcoming events (assignment deadlines), participants, online
users, messages, administration.
My courses list block will be present at the top left of every screen as the
main navigation device.

Appendix 5a
Example of supporting students through a technical discussion board
Please note that students names have been anonymised in the discussion below.
York webmail
By Student A - 18 April 2009, 11:36 AM
I can't seem to get into York webmail - a pop-up noise occurs and I'm taken
to a fast search site instead - I've checked the pop-up settings and I've
allowed pop-ups for York Webmail - I even turned the pop-up blocker off and
that didn't do anything.
Is there something wrong with the Webmail?
Student A
Re: York webmail
By Matt Cornock - 18 April 2009, 04:26 PM
Dear All,
A, B, C: Thanks for flagging this up. I'm having difficulty accessing Webmail
too, it appears the web service is down. I have submitted a ticket to central
IT services to resolve.
Sending and receiving of emails is not affected, just the webmail interface.
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The good news is: it is possible to access your email without using
Webmail if you have Outlook/Outloook Express, Thunderbird or another
email programme on your computer. (I believe it's also possible to link it
using Googlemail too).
Computing Service provide guides for doing this available here. You will be
prompted for your York (webmail) username and password. Please do use
this forum if you get stuck with the guides.
Also: Moodle messages will work fine too. Please see Page 29 in the Student
Manual for help on those.
I will keep you up to date if I hear anything, we're very sorry that this has
happened.
Regards,
Matt
Re: York webmail
By Student B - 18 April 2009, 06:45 PM
Dear Matt,
Thank you so much for your prompt response and assistance. I am able to
access my Webmail now.
Many thanks,
Student B.

Student feedback about the way I provided support in the eLibrary
and Help course as the course tutor

•

“The tutor provided very prompt and detailed responses to queries. He was very
approachable and helpful.”

•

“The module tutor was strongly present, provided feedback almost immediately and
dealt with all the detailed questions very professionally.”

•

“The course really helped me explore unknown reaches of the internet, as well as the
University's Metalib etc resources.”

•
•

“Information / explanation / exercise / solution / additional feedback: very helpful!”
“Excellent - would encourage everyone to take this up - Matt is really helpful and
supportive.”

Appendix 5b
Flexibility in training staff
The table below is a record of the work I have done between Oct 09 - Jan 10 with
members of staff in the Department of Social Policy and Social Work. It
demonstrates how I have delivered custom training to different types of staff to
allow them to gain confidence in the technology at this early stage of whole
Department adoption of the VLE.
[LECTURE NAMES AND POSITION REMOVED FOR ARCHIVE COPY]
Staff
name

Position

Motivation
for training
Blended
module

Upload notes

Trained in

Notes

Structuring an
exercise online,
instructional
writing, layout
VLE operations:

Lecturer already using VLE.
Module used intensive wiki
exercises, requiring lecturer
feedback on individuals work.
Lecturer initially trained by
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CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice

Blended
module

Supporting
dissertations

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.
Structure of online
courses,
importance of
feedback,
integrating
activities with
face-to-face.
Writing an online
exercise, how to
engage students
online, use of
discussion boards.
Structure and
layout of a VLE
site.

Upload notes

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.

Blended
module

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice. Use
of blog tool,
importance of
feedback and
integrating
exercises.
VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.
VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.

Upload notes

Upload notes

ELDT a few years ago, only now
using VLE so refreshed on
basics. Follow up session due to
look at specific module
implementation.
Interested in multimedia.
First core module for UG cohort.
Well structured, and resourceful
VLE site. Relies heavily on postgraduate teaching seminars and
leading on VLE use. Review due
of VLE use and how best to
involve post-graduates.

Email advice given initially
before training. Discussion
board used as a way of creating
dissertation FAQs bank. Set with
specific time-frame to
encourage use where lecturer
could respond regularly and
completely. Additional email
advice and initial review. Review
due with lecturer on exercise in
preparation for repeat activity
next term.
Lecturer keen to develop fuller
blended modules, with use of
multimedia to support skills
training. Follow up with
blogs/wikis, podcasts and
screen capture training.
News-based reflective blog.
Posts used to kick-start seminar
discussion. Lecturer provided a
little feedback on blog. Further
advice given by email. Review
due on how blog could be best
used.

Lecturer very experiences in
online moderation from other
VLE platform. Current module
only used for upload of notes
and additional resources.
Lecturer wishing to add extra
resources and own lecture
notes.
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Upload notes
and blended
module

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.
Brief overview of
EARL reading lists.

Blended
module

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders,
conventions and
basic practice.
Overview of wiki
exercises and
facilitating group
work online.
Delegated portlet
administration and
enrolment update.

New
functionality

All admin
tasks and
uploading of
notes

All admin
tasks and
uploading of
notes

All admin
tasks

VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders and
conventions.
Enrolments.
Sources of help.
VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders and
conventions.
Enrolments.
Managing online
submissions.
Sources of help.
VLE operations:
CMS, LMS, items,
folders and
conventions.
Layout.

Initial training. Lecturer wishing
to look into developing a
blended module. Further advice
given on structure, writing,
layout and use of tools. Module
will facilitate group work using
group spaces and a record of
work in a blog.
Lecturer wished to use VLE as a
way of managing larger cohort
by alternating face-to-face and
online workshops. Further
advice to be given on writing,
layout and use of wiki.

Already able to use VLE and
administrative tasks. Granted
permission to update portlets
and also have worked with to
manage enrolments based on
SITS module codes.
New member of administrative
staff. Some familiarity with VLE.
Have worked with to manage
enrolments based on SITS
module codes.
New member of administrative
staff. Some familiarity with VLE.

Department administrator
responsible for uploading
agendas, minutes and
supporting documentation for
department committees.
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